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 Question 1: (Multiple Choices): 
For the questions below, choose the correct choice for every question. 

 RAMMARG 

 Chapter 11: Using Modifiers Correctly 
1.  Which is _____________ to an archaeological site: wind or water?  

a.  (A) more destructive (B) most destructive (C) destructive (D) destructivest 

2.  Of the two boys, he is _____________.  

a.  (A) most bashful (B) bashfullest (C) more bashful (D) bashfuller 

3.  It was the ____________ thing I had ever seen.  

a.  (A) more amazing (B) amazing (C) amazingest (D) most amazing 

4.  Of all the farmers, he was the _________________. 

a.  (A) most terrified (B) terrified (C) terrifier (D) more terrified 

5.  
Both of the charcoal drawings were exceptional, but I thought Ian’s was the 
__________.  (superlative of good) 

a.  (A) best (B) gooder (C) goodest (D) better 

6.  This is the _________ movie I have ever seen! (superlative of bad) 

 (A) worse  (B) badder (C) baddest (D) worst 

7.  
I have ________ time to practice football today than I had yesterday. (comparative 
of little) 

 (A) littler (B) less (C) least (D)  littlest 

8.  I feel much ________ today than I did yesterday. (comparative of well) 

 (A) weller (B) better (C) best (D) good 

9.  Choose the correct sentence: 

 
(A) We couldn’t 
scarcely find our 
way home. 

(B) We could 
scarcely not 
find our way 
home. 

(C) Scarcely we couldn’t 
find our home. 

(D) We could 
scarcely find our 
way home. 
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10. Choose the correct sentence: 

 

(A) The athletes 
don’t hardly have 
a break between 
events. 

(B) Hardly the 
athletes don’t have 
a break between 
events. 

(C) The athletes 
hardly have a 
break between 
events. 

(D) The athletes 
not have a break 
between events. 

11. 
Replace the double negative with the correct word: 
I never listen to no one who gossips. 

 (A) not (B) none (C) any (D) a 

12. 
Replace the double negative with the correct word: 
Your answer doesn’t make no difference to me. 

 (A) any (B) none (C) not (D) a 

13. Choose the correct sentence: 

 
(A) Don’t not use 
both and scarcely 
together 

(B) Don’t never use 
both not and 
scarcely together 

(C) Don’t use both 
not and scarcely 
together 

(D) None of the 
above 

14. 
Replace the double negative with the correct word: 
He never had no problem with public speaking. 

 (A) any (B) no (C) not (D) none 

15. Foods low in sugar are __________ choices. 

 (A) well (B) waste (C) good (D) regard 

16. I can’t walk very ____________, but a long walk gives me energy. 

 (A) well (B) coach (C) good (D) joker 

17. We didn’t have ___________ seats in the auditorium. 

 (A) well (B) mouse (C) good (D) cash 

18. It was so hot in the class that I didn’t feel __________. 

 (A) well (B) universe (C) good (D) check 

19. The apple juice tasted ____________ 

 (A) well (B) waste (C) good (D) regard 

20. Everything is _________ with my favorite players. 

 (A) well (B) coach (C) nice (D) good 

 Chapter 12: Glossary of Usage 
 Choose the correct word or word group from the given options 

21. My grandfather was _______ honorable man. 

 (A) an (B) own (C) a (D) of 

22. Darla’s allergy to cats does _________ her sinuses. 

 (A) affect (B) amaze (C) allow (D) effect 
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23. Did the woman say that their gift was too expensive to ___________? 

 (A) accept (B) except (C) join (D) walk 

24. That little boy __________ look too happy. 

 (A) doesn’t  (B) isn’t (C) don’t (D) aren’t 

25. Jose shared the prize money __________ his many friends. 

 (A) in (B) among (C) between (D) under 

26. 
Will the lifeguard at camp this summer ___________ us how to swim the butterfly 
stroke? 

 (A) learn (B) greet (C) care (D) teach 

27. The peacock spread _______ feathers and stuttered away from the turkey. 

 (A) its (B) yours (B) it’s (D) our 

28. Do you know _________we got chosen to wash dishes tonight?  

 (A) how come (B) what (B) why (D) where 

29. Dina is the only child in her class ________ is from Peru. 

 (A) who (B) where (C) which (D) whose 

30. 
The driving instructor pointed out a sign _________ shows the speed limit has 
changed. 

 (A) where (B) who (C) whose (D) that 

31. Nelson is not ___________ animals, but he warmed up to the kitten right away. 

 (A) using to (B) used to (B) use to (D) user  

32. Lara was happy that there were a ________ of choices in the menu. 

 (A) a lot (B) great (C) alot (D) good 

33. Don’t forget to ____________ your baseball mitt to my house tonight. 

 (A) bring (B) run (C) take (D) happy 

34. Did it feel unusual at all when you changed __________ last name? 

 (A) you are (B) yours (C) you’re (D) your 

35. Fluffy was a faithful dog _________Foster owned. 

 (A) where (B) that (C) whose (D) who 

36. Let’s put ___________ walnuts in this batch of muffins than we put in the last  

 (A) no (B) less (C) whose (D) fewer 

 Chapter 13: Capital Letters 
37. ____ love for reading is a great thing to develop. 

 (A) A (B) a (C) ‘a’ (D) “A” 

38. When ___ was eight years old, my grandmother came to live with my family. 

 (A) “I” (B) i (C) I (D) ‘i’ 
39. She always used to say, “_______ books need to be read often”. 

 (A) great (B) great, (C) ‘Great’ (D) Great 
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40. _____ some evenings she’d make a hot cup of coffee. 

 (A) On (B) on (C) on, (D) “On” 

41. Which is the correct capitalization? 

 (A) The Milky Way (B) the milky way (C) milky way (D) the Milky Way 

42. Which is the correct capitalization? 

 (A) red sea (B) the red sea (C) The red Sea (D) the Red Sea 

43. Which is the correct capitalization? 

 
(A) saudi national 

day 
(B) Saudi 
National Day 

(C) saudi National 
day 

(D) Saudi national 
Day 

44. Which is the correct capitalization? 

 
(A) oakwood high 

School 
(B) Oakwood 
High School 

(C) Oakwood 
high school 

(D) oakwood high 
school 

45. Ms. O’Hara was born in New ________ in 1885. 

 (A) jersey (B) JERSEY (C) ‘jersey’ (D) Jersey 

46. Kennie lives in _______. 

 (A) wyoming (B) “Wyoming” (C) Wyoming (D) WYOMING 

47. The ____________cities I plan to visit someday are Paris and Vienna. 

 (A) european (B) eUropean (C) European (D) EUROpean 

48. Where do the ________ people live? 

 (A) Amish (B) amish (C) AmIsh (D) amIsh 

49. My family always sits down together for the ________ lunch. 

 (A) friday (B) FriDay (C) Friday (D) friDay 

50. Maria has watched two ____________ plays on television. 

 (A) (A) Shakespearean (B) (B) ShakeSpearean (C) (C) shakeSpearean (D) (D) shakespearean 

 
Chapter 14,15: Punctuation: End Marks, Commas, 

Colons, Apostrophes 
  Choose the proper punctuation mark for the following. 

51. The picture reminds me of our visit to Little Tokyo last year___ 

 (A) . (B) , (C) !  (D) ? 

52. Have you ever heard of Little Tokyo ___ 

 (A) . (B) , (C) !  (D) ? 

53. 
Soon, it was time to head for the Cook’s home, at 6311 Oleander Blvd, where we 
spent the night___ 

 (A) . (B) , (C) !  (D) ? 

54. Dear Joanne___ 

 (A) . (B) ! (C) , (D) ? 
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55. Thursday September __ 1967 

 (A) . (B) , (C) !  (D) ? 

56. Best regards __ 

 (A) ? (B) , (C) !  (D) , 

57. Have you met Dr. Richards ____ 

 (A) ? (B) , (C) !  (D) , 

 Write each noun that should be in possessive case by adding apostrophe. 

58. That trucks taillights are broken. 

 (A) truck’s (B) taillight’s (C) broken’s (D) That’s 

59. Robin, please pack your mothers books. 

 (A) Robin’s (B) book’s (C) mother’s (D) pack’s 

60. Several cats and dogs were adopted during the animal shelters open house. 

 (A) shelter’s (B)cat’s (C) dog’s (D) house’s 

61. When the Martins came to visit, we played my fathers favorite game. 

 (A) Martin’s (B) father’s (C) game’s (D) visit’s 

 Choose the correct singular possessives for the following. 

62. Boy mittens 

 (A) boy’s mittens (B) boys’ mittens (C) boy mitten’s (D) boy mittens’ 

63. Tree branches 

 (A) tree branch’s (B) trees’ branches 
(C) tree 
branche’s  

(D) tree’s branches 

64. Chair legs 

 (A) chair leg’s (B) chairs’ legs (C) chair’s legs (D) chair legs’ 

65. Day wait 

 (A) day’s wait’s (B) day’s wait (C) day wait’s (D) days wait 

66. Lewis invention 

 (A) Lewis’s invention (B) Lewis invention’s 
(C) Lewis 
invention 

(D) Lewis’s 
invention’s 

 Choose the correct plural possessives for the following. 

67. Teachers books 

 (A) teacher’s books (B) teachers’ books (C) teachers book’s (D) teachers books’ 

68. Teenagers magazines 

 
(A) teenagers’ 
magazines 

(B) teenager’s 
magazines 

(C) teenagers 
magazine’s 

(D) teenagers 
magazines’ 

69. Workers duties 

 (A) worker’s duties (B) workers dutie’s (C) workers’ duties (D) workers duties’ 

70. Cars engines 

 (A) car’s engine’s (B) car’s engines (C) cars engine’s (D) cars’ engines 

 Choose the correct possessive case of indefinite pronouns in the following. 

71. Someones book was left on the table. 

 (A) Someones’  (B) Someone’s (C) Someone of (D) Someone is 
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72.  Are you saying that is nobodys chair? 

 (A) nobodys’ (B) nobodie’s (C) nobody’s (D) nobody is 

73. Somebodys shoes was left in the rain. 

 (A) Somebody’s (B) Somebodie’s (C)Somebodys’ (D) Somebodies’ 

 Choose the correct acronym for the following 

74. National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

 (A) NAASA (B) NASA (C) NLASAN (D) NSA 

75. Public Broadcasting Service 

 (A) PCBS (B) PBSE (C) PBS (D) PBGS 

76. Central Intelligence Agency 

 (A) CLIA (B) CIEA (C) CIAY (D) CIA 

77. Individual Retirement Account 

 (A) IRA (B) ILRA (C) IRTA (D) IRAT 

78. United States of America 

 (A) USOA (B) UDSA (C) USA (D) USAA 

79. United Kingdom 

 (A) UTDK (B) UK (C) UKM (D) UDKM 

 Chapter 16 – Spelling 
80. Choose the correct prefix for: migrate 

 (A) in (B) un (C) im (D) il 

81. Choose the correct prefix for: certain 

 (A) un (B) dis (C) il (D) in 

82. Choose the correct prefix for: legal 

 (A) un (B) il (C) dis (D) in 

83. Choose the correct prefix for: circle 

 (A) semi (B) dis (C) im (D) in 

84. Choose the correct prefix for: action 

 (A) re (B) un (C) il (D) ir 

85. Choose the correct prefix for: known  

 (A) dis (B) un (C) in (D) non 

86. Choose the correct prefix for: belief 

 (A) il (B) un (C) in (D) dis 

87. Choose the correct prefix for: finalist 

 (A) semi (B) un (C) dis (D) ir 

88. Choose the appropriate suffix for: move 

 (A) ist (B) ful (C) able (D) ity 

89. Choose the appropriate suffix for: awe 

 (A) ful (B) able (C) ist (D) ship 
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90. Choose the appropriate suffix for: salvage 

 (A) ment (B) er (C) al (D) able 

91. Choose the appropriate suffix for: engage 

 (A) ly (B) ment (C) ship (D) wise 

92. Choose the appropriate suffix for: dye 

 (A) ist (B) ily (C) ing (D) wards 

93. Choose the appropriate suffix for: run 
 (A) ner (B) ist (C) ful (D) hood 

94. Choose the appropriate suffix for: special 

 (A) ship (B) able (C) er (D) ist 

95. Choose the appropriate suffix for: cheer 

 (A) ed (B) ment (C) ist (D) ious 

96. Choose the correct spellings for the plural forms:  

 (A) dishes (B) dishess (C)dishs (D) dishies 

97. Choose the correct spellings for the plural forms: 

 (A) addressess (B) addressies (C) addresses (D) adreses 

98. Choose the correct spellings for the plural forms: 

 (A) taxess (B) taxeis (C) taxs (D) taxes 

99. Choose the correct spellings for the plural forms: 

 (A) womans (B) women (C) womens (D) woman 

100.  Choose the correct spellings for the plural forms: 

 (A) watches  (B) watchs (C) watchess (D) watcheis 

101.  Choose the correct spellings for the plural forms: 

 (A) diarees (B) diaryies (C) diariess (D) diaries 

102.  Choose the correct spellings for the plural forms: 

 (A) childrens (B) children (C) childs (D) childrenss 

103.  Choose the correct spellings for the plural forms: 

 (A) mother-in-laws (B) mother-ins-laws 
(C) mothers-in-

laws 

(D) mothers-in-

law  

104.  
Choose the appropriate word to fill in the blank: 

Whose ________ are you going to take? 

 (A) advice (B) break (C) advise (D) here 

105.  
Choose the appropriate word to fill in the blank: 

Why did you _________ Carla from the rule?  

 (A) accept (B) piece (C) except (D) hear 
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106.  
Choose the appropriate word to fill in the blank: 

The coach _________ us to stick to the training rules.  

 (A) advices (B) advises (C) peace (D) brake 

107.  
Choose the appropriate word to fill in the blank: 

Be careful not to _________ those dishes.  

 (A) here (B) brake (C) loose (D) break 

108.  
Choose the appropriate word to fill in the blank: 

Don’t go far, we may ______ you in the crowd. 

 (A) piece (B) lose (C) loose (D) peace 

109.  
Choose the appropriate word to fill in the blank: 

Twirl the hoop around your _________. 

 (A) waste (B) except (C) break (D) waist 

 


